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The goal of targeted information retrieval is to get more relevant information, which
is task and user specific and may be used for adaptive problem solving. Possible
problems and their solutions are discussed with emphasis on collaborative
knowledge transfer environments. Distributed knowledge gathering and knowledge
clustering as a quality improvement of information gained is described in the main
part of the paper. The impact of relevant information obtained for the improvement
of the learning process is presented.
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1 Introduction

"We are drowning for information but starving for knowledge." (- John Naisbett) Our
present-day society could be described as the so-called information society. It is
characterized by a very huge unstructured knowledge repository as well as rapid increase of
information. In the last few years the Internet has become a very interesting area for
publishing and gathering information and must be included in a future-oriented learning
environment. In the early 1998 the current number of Web pages was estimated to exceed
150 million [4], in the summer of 1999 the number of indexable Web pages are estimated
about 800 million [6]. But only gathering this information does not satisfy the users' needs!
The main problem is to get the right information with proper quality, reliability and
timeliness and to get only information that has been requested: we will call this
‘knowledge’. Rieder [7] addresses this situation by saying "Not only is the gathering of
information demanded; this information must also have meaning [...]". From the users'
point of view, obtaining the right information, which is needed to solve a problem or
accomplish a task, increases the value of the Web decisively. This means that not only is
the access to information important, but also the relevance of quality itself matters.

2 Document Clustering System

By definition [3], clustering is a common descriptive task where one seeks to identify a
finite set of categories or clusters to describe data. The categories may be mutually



exclusive and exhaustive, or consist of a richer representation such as hierarchical or
overlapping categories. Examples of clustering applications are the discovery of
homogeneous sub-populations (e.g. for consumers in marketing data bases) or identification
of sub-categories (e.g. of spectra of infra red sky measurements). In real life clusters may
overlap allowing that data, documents or part of documents (e.g. sections) belong to more
than one cluster. To get better results we can use conceptual clustering. The difference
between conventional and conceptual clustering is that in conceptual clustering the entities
are grouped based on a conceptual cohesiveness (e.g. set of neighboring examples). Unlike
statistical clustering methods, these algorithms rely on a search for objects within same or
similar concepts.

As an example of conceptual clustering we can use the term virus. If we search for virus we
can get as a result different documents which describe the topic in computer science or
documents which deal with viruses in medicine. Using the conceptual clustering, those
documents are put in different clusters because they belong to different concepts. What we
need to be able to accomplish this is a network of meta data, where each meta data object
correlates on one hand with the information it describes and on the other hand with other
instances of meta data. We suggest to use pure meta data (without a document content), so
called base terms which are related to other base terms to describe main concepts and thus
work as a seed for new clusters. To improve effectiveness and versatility relations
themselves should also contain some meta data: A type, that specifies what kind of relation
exists between two nodes (e.g. sub- and super-concept, cause or result, opposite or
synonym, prerequisite, introductory, etc.), a weight value, specifying to what degree this
type applies to that relation (e.g. fuzzy values like perfect, good, average, bad etc.
expressed by a certain percentage) and a quality value that specifies the reliability of the
connection (also percentage). With that users can give feedback about the correctness of the
relation during browsing and searching of the cluster and thus influence weight and
reliability of the relation! This has the advantage that a new relation need not be completely
correct right from the beginning, but can converge to a commonly accepted status by
collaborative voting. Thus it is not important any more whether the creator of the relation is
completely trustworthy or not, it just influences the starting reliability value. I.e., not all
connections have to be created by domain experts but can also be created by other (e.g.
novice) users or algorithms!

3 A possible Approach: Knowledge gathering process

As already shown, mankind today has to handle highly dynamic knowledge structures.
Consequently such highly dynamic knowledge structures have to be taken into account for
getting up-to-data and relevant information [1]. E.g. in the field of Web based training or
distance learning environments particular domain knowledge can be built by the course
material as well as by a static and dynamic background library [1]. The distinction made
between the dynamic and static part is based on the premise that we have the control and
influence over the static part whereas our influence is minimal in the dynamic component
of the background library. The dynamic part may consists of relevant Web sites or Web
areas, news forum, annotation systems etc. The static library will include electronic books,
electronic journals, question-answer dialogs, exercises, student papers, etc. Static as well as
the dynamic knowledge sources are gathered, processed and stored by a knowledge broker
point. Such a broker point can process content and meta data (e.g. keywords, reader level,
quality ratings). However, former experience [5] [8] has shown that especially meta data
are very important for the categorization and structuring of knowledge as well as for



finding relevant information by users. Possible ways to enrich content information will be
discussed as follows. Authors and publishers cannot guarantee sufficient and correct
generation of meta data because the creation of meta data will mostly not be consequent
and objective. Nearly exponential increase of information will make it impossible for
human domain experts to categorize all information. A possible way for useful and
sufficient meta data can be achieved by a combination of human knowledge and computer-
added techniques (see also Fig. 1). It should also be noted that there are existing systems
like PHOAKS, Referral Web, GroupLens, Siteseer and Alexa, which can be used to get
additional useful information about documents [9].

Human domain experts and users are able to define a set of terms - the base terms and their
relations (similarity, hierarchy, etc.) concerning their specific domain subject. Furthermore,
experts are able to categorize and rate a small subset of available documents. Rating and
categorization of knowledge sources (e.g. a Web site) or their subset (e.g. a Web area) can
also be of great value. This may allow a rough overview and can be a source for meta data.
However, a human domain expert will get a higher weight than a normal user. The weight
should be able to dynamically adapt the learning system. Automated processes and usefull
AI techniques have to be taken into account as well. The automatic process component e.g.
may use meta data from domain knowledge experts and users to categorize knowledge
clusters. However, base term relations, categorization and ratings can be the basis for
automatic processes. Quite similar to the human learning process automated system
components need information from human experts or users to improve their internal
knowledge. A solution for such feedback process may be an output rating by users.
Automatic process modules can also help to categorize new information, e.g. to position it
as new pieces of knowledge in the system. Automatic processing modules may also be used
for detection of new base terms and possible relations to other terms as well as new
knowledge sources and connections between them.

Figure 1: The Knowledge Cluster

One of the automatic processing modules which has been already implemented in a first
prototype covers terms for describing and clustering text documents. Former experience [1]
[2] has shown that only “relevant” terms depending on the proper domain subject or
environment have to be taken into account. In the gathering process keywords from meta
data as well as automatically extracted terms build basic terms. The dynamic discriminator
filter module holds back terms with high frequency that are based on a whole set of



documents. The remaining terms represent the named discriminators which will be used for
the clustering process. The main advantage is a dramatic reduction of process time building
clusters. Furthermore, a stop word list for additional static filtering is implemented for
improved results. Similar discriminators (relevant terms) may infer similar content and
meaning of the documents and will build up knowledge clusters.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

The increased availability of information requires a proper structure to interlinks relevant
information and to give these relations a meaning by adding reliability values and
descriptions. Human efforts by experts and users as well as automatic processing are
needed for this process. Base terms and document clustering may a possible way for an
improved information gathering process. First prototype implementation will be tested in
the Web based training environment GENTLE and its influence of the quality of
information retrieval for students will be evaluated.
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